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Abstract: 

Due to Evolution of internet and social media, every internet user expresses his opinion and views on the web. These views are both 

regarding day-to-day transaction and international issues as well. W ith the rapid growth of web technology internet has become the 

place for online learning and exchange ideas also. With this informat ion other users make up their mind about a particular service, 

product or organization. This gives birth to a huge opinion data available online in the form of on -line rev iew site, twitter, face book 

and personal blogs etc. This paper focuses on review of Opinion mining and sentiment analysis as it is the process of examining the 

text (opin ion or review) about a topic written in a natural language and classify them as positive, negative or neutral based on the 

humans sentiments involved in it. In this paper we have reviewed papers of last ten years to bring the research done in the field of 

sentiment analysis at a common platfo rm. It includes sentiment analysis tools, levels of sentiment analysis, its challenges a nd issues 

thus it will be very useful for the new researchers to have all information at a g lance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 

Sentiment analysis is computational study of people’s opinions, 

sentiments, emotions, and attitudes. This fascinating problem is 

increasingly important in businesses and society [1]. Sentiment 

analysis is a kind of Natural Language Processing (NLP) for 

tracing the mood of the public about a particular product or 

topic. Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, is the field 

of study that analyzes people’s  opinions, sentiments, attitude, 

emotions, evaluations, appraisals towards entities such as 

products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, 

topics, and their attributes. Sentiment analysis implicates in 

building a system to collect and observe opinions about the 

product made in blog posts, comments, reviews , forum 

discussion or tweets. Sentiment analysis is most helpful in 

different ways. For example, in market ing it helps judging the 

success of an ad promotion or new product launch, decide which 

versions of a product or service are popular and even identify 

which like or dislike particular feature.  Alwaysgrowing use of 

Internet and online events like chatting, conferencing, blogging, 

ticket booking, online transactions, e-commerce, social media 

communicat ions, observations, micro-blogging, clicks streams, 

etc. leads us to extract, transform, load, and analyze very 

massive amount of structured and unstructured data, at a fast 

step, stated to as Big Data. Such data can be evaluated using a 

combination of Data Mining, Web Mining and Text Mining 

techniques in several real life applicat ions. Massive amount of 

informat ion related to customer opinions or reviews is quite 

burdensome to evaluate and needs present approaches to get a 

generalized opinion summary. Copious forums, blogs, e-

commerce, social networks, web sites, news reports and further 

web resources assist as platforms to express opinions, which can 

be used for understanding the opinions of the general public and 

consumers on social actions, political activ ities, company 

approaches, marketing operations, product likings, and 

monitoring reputations [2]. To achieve these tasks, research 

communit ies and academicians are working carefu lly on 

sentiment analysis for last lone and half era. Sentiment analysis 

is a study of opinions, sentiments, emotions, and attitude 

expressed in texts towards an entity [3]. Sentiment analysis also 

called opinion mining, review mining or evaluation ext raction, 

attitude examination is the task of noticing, ext racting and 

categorizing opinions, sentiments and attitudes regarding 

different topics, as expressed in textual input [4] [5]. Sentiment 

analysis helps in achieving various goals like observing public 

mood regarding political effort, market intelligence [6], the 

measurement of customer satisfaction [7] movie sales prediction 

[8]and many more. Sentiments, estimat ions, and reviews are 

becoming very much evident due to growing interest in e-

commerce, which is also a conspicuous source of expressing and 

analyzing opinions. Nowadays, customers on e-commerce site 

mostly rely on reviews posted by existing customers, producers 

and service providers, in turn, analyze customer’s opinions to 

improve the value and princip les of their products and services. 

For example opinions given on e-commerce sites like Amazon, 

IMDb, epin ion.com, etc. can influence the customer’s decision 

in buying products and subscribing services  [9].  

 

2. EARLIER REVIEW  

 

Pang and Lee [10] performed an extensive survey by covering 

applications, common challenges for sentiment analysis, major 

task of opinion min ing, opinion extraction, sentiment 

classification, polarity determination and summarizat ion. 

Nasukawa [11], illustrate a sentiment analysis approach to 

extract sentiments associated with polarit ies of positive or 
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negative for specific subjects from a document, instead of 

classifying the whole document into positive or negative. The 

essential issues in sentiment analysis are to identify how 

sentiments are expressed in texts and whether the expression 

indicate positive (means favorable) or negative (means 

unfavorable) opinions toward the subject. Powerful functionality 

for these kinds of issues is used. Ding et al. [12] proposed an 

effective method for identifying semantic orientations of 

opinions expressed by reviewers on product features. It is able to 

deal with two major problems with the existing methods, (i) 

opinion words whose semantic orientations are context 

dependent, and (ii) aggregating multiple opinion words in the 

same sentence. For (i), a holistic approach is proposed that can 

accurately infer the semantic orientation of an opinion word 

based on the review context. For (ii), a new function to combine 

multip le opinion words in the same sentence is proposed. Tang 

et al. [13] discuss four problems related to opinion min ing i.e., 

subjectivity classification, word sentiment classification, 

document sentiment classification and opinion extraction. For 

subjectivity classification, they highlighted some approaches 

like similarity dependent, NB classifier, Multiple NB classifier, 

and cut-based classifier. Montoyo et al. [14] listed some open 

issues along with achievements obtained thus far in the area of 

subjectivity analysis and sentiment analysis. O’Leary 

[15]presented a survey on a blog min ing, which includes 

introduction on blog search and mining, type of blogs to be 

analyzed, unit and type of opinions to be extracted from blogs, 

and their applications. Tsytsarau and Palpanas [16] presented a 

survey on sentiment analysis by focusing on opinion min ing, 

opinion aggregation including spam detection and contradiction 

analysis. They compared opinion min ing methods, which were 

employed on some common dataset. Taylor et al. [17] presented 

a generic design of a tourism opinion mining system that aims to 

be useful in many industries. They also used their proposals to 

successfully implement the system and solve a specific problem 

in the Lake District touris m industry. Haddi et al. [18] 

investigated the sentiment of online movie reviews. They used a 

combination of different preprocessing method to reduce the 

noise in the text in addition to using chi-squared method to 

remove irrelevant features that do not affect its orientation. 

Authors have reported extensive experimental results, showing 

that, appropriate text preprocessing accuracy achieved on the 

two data sets is comparable to the sort of accuracy that can be 

achieved in topic categorizat ion, a much easier problem. Zhu et 

al. [19] an aspect based opinion polling system takes as input a 

set of textual reviews and some predefined aspects, and 

identifies the polarity of each review to produce an opinion poll. 

Moraes et al. [20] they have focused on comparing SVM and 

ANN in terms of the requirements to achieve better 

classification accuracies. They experiments evaluated both 

methods as a function of selected terms in a bag-of-words 

(unigrams) approach. Regarding the sentiment learning 

literature, the main finding or contributions are in the two po ints. 

First point is in terms of classification accuracy on the 

benchmark dataset of movies reviews and second point as an 

overall comparison in the context of balanced data. Feldmen 

[21] focus on five specific problems in the field of sentiment 

analysis: Document level sentiment analysis, Sentence level 

sentiment analysis, Aspect based sentiment analysis, 

comparative sentiment analysis and, sentiment lexicon 

acquisition. They also listed some issues like sentiment analysis 

of composition statement, automatic entity recognition, 

discussion on mult i-entity in same review, sarcasm detection and 

subjectivity classification at finer level. Cambria et al. [22] 

pointed out complexities involved in sentiment analysis  with 

respect to current demand along with possible future research 

directions. Liu [23] presented different tasks possible and works 

published in sentiment analysis and opinion mining. Major tasks 

listed are subjectivity and sentiment classification, aspect based 

sentiment analysis, sentiment lexicon generation, opinion 

summarization, analysis of comparative opin ions, opinion search 

and retrieval, opinion spam detection and quality of reviews. 

Most recently, Medhat et al. [24] presented a survey on feature 

selection and sentiment classificat ion methods. A very brief 

description is presented about feature selection methods (main ly 

point wise mutual informat ion and Chi-square) and a detailed 

discussion is presented on sentiment classificat ion methods and 

related papers. They summarized listed out task accomplished, 

domain, algorithm utilized, polarity, data scope, data source and 

type of language. Hu and Liu [25] summarized a list of positive 

words and a list of negative words, respectively, based on 

customer rev iews. The positive list contains 2006 words and the 

negative list contains 4783 words. Both lists also include some 

misspelled words that are frequently present in social media 

contents. Lu Lin et al. [26] proposed a framework to mine 

opinions in microblog domain and then build a real t ime analysis 

system to monitor the propagation, sentiment fluctuation and hot 

opinions in Weibo. Opinions are abstracted as triples, based on 

which design an opinion min ing method. Authors build a 

microblog-oriented sentiment lexicon and propose a lexicon-

based sentiment analysis  algorithm to classify sentiments. K. 

Ravi and V. Ravi [27] presents a comprehensive, state of the art 

review on the research work done in various aspects of 

sentiment analysis during 2002-2014. The authors reviewed 

many papers in seven broad dimensions, subjectivity 

classification, sentiment classification, review usefulness 

measurement, lexicon creation, opinion word and product aspect 

extraction, opinion spam detection and various applications of 

opinion mining. These seven dimensions refer to task to be 

accomplished for sentiment analysis. They present a list of 

available public datasets for sentiment analysis. Authors also 

present future enhancement in surveyed articles , that helpful to a 

newly researcher to address new challenges very precisely and 

find out the most common challenges to look forward for a new 

solution. Gao et al. [28] exp lore three web services with several 

functionalities related to sentiment analysis and compare their 

performance when they are used to classify texts in tourism. 

They collected hotel reviews from TripAdvisor as their 

benchmark co llect ion of experiments . Sun et al. [29] proposed 

sentiment aware recommender system for use in the social 

media websites. This method leveraged sentiment information 

from user generated affective texts to improve OCCF 

performance. They conducted experiments on a real social 

media website (TED dataset) in order to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the proposed models, after analysis the results 

arrived the following conclusions: (i) sentiment informat ion is 

very effective to overcome the sparsity of OCCF. (ii) 

Neighborhood based models work robustly when the data matrix 

is very sparse, while MF-based models perform better when the 

data matrix is less sparse. (iii) An ensemble model combined 

UCF and MF based models can further improve the prediction 

accuracy. Xia et al. [30] proposed a novel data expansion 
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approach, called DSA (Dual Sentiment Analysis), to address the 

polarity shift problem in sentiment classificat ion. The basic idea 

of DSA is to create reversed reviews that are sentiment-opposite 

to the original reviews, and make use of the original and 

reversed reviews in pairs to train a sentiment classifier and make 

predictions. DSA highlighted by the technique of one-to-one 

correspondence data expansion and the manner of using a pair of 

samples in training (dual training) and prediction (dual 

prediction). A wide range of experiments demonstrate that the 

DSA model is very effective for po larity classification and also 

assist supervised sentiment classification. Xing Fang and Justin 

Zhan [31] tackle a fundamental problem of sentiment analysis, 

sentiment polarity categorizat ion. Online product reviews fro m 

Amazon.com are selected as data used for this study. A 

sentiment polarity categorization process has  been proposed. 

Experiments for both sentence level categorizat ion and review-

level categorization have been performed. Grio l et al. [32] 

developed emotionally sensitive spoken conversational 

interfaces combined an Emotion Recognition and a Sentiment 

Analysis methodologies. They focused on recognizing negative 

emotions that might discourage users from employing the 

system again or even lead them to abort an ongoing dialog. The 

recognized emotion is used as additional valuable information to 

select and adapt the next system response. Authors also 

evaluated the proposed framework with the UAH (Universidad 

Al Habla) spoken dialog system, implementing the prediction 

module between the systems natural language understanding 

module and dialog manager.  

 

3. TEXT MINING 

 

Text mining also referred to as text data mining, approximately 

equivalent to text analyt ics, refers to the process of deriving high 

quality information from large amount of d ifferent unstructured 

textual resources. Text min ing is a process of extracting new 

knowledge and interrelationships and patterns from unstructured 

textual data resources. 

 

3.1 Preprocessing: In text preprocessing raw data acquired 

from several sources. Raw data means unstructured data format 

to convert in structured data format using different text 

preprocessing steps; 

 

3.1.1 Tokenization, text documents contain a collection of 

statements. This step segments the whole text into words by 

removing blank spaces, commas etc.  

 

3.1.2 Stop word removal, this step involves removing of 

html, xml, tags from web pages.  Then the process of removal 

words such as ‘a’, ‘is’, ‘of’, etc. is performed.  

 

3.1.3 Stemming, this refer to the process of identifying the 

root of a certain word. There are basically two types of 

stemming, in flect ional and derivational. The most commonly 

used algorithm is porter’s algorithm for stemming.  

 

3.2 Text transformation: Text document is represented by 

the words it contains and their occurrences. Two approaches 

used for document representation are bag of words and vector 

spaces. 

 

3.3 Feature selection: It is also known as variable 

selection. It is the process of selecting a subset of important 

features for use in model creation. This phase mainly performs 

removing features which are redundant or irrelevant. Feature 

selection is the subset of more general field of feature extract ion. 

 

3.4 Text mining methods: At this point text mining 

becomes data min ing. Data min ing methods such as clustering, 

classification, in formation retrieval etc. can be used for text 

mining. 

 

3.5 Interpretation/Evaluation: Analyzing the result. 

 

 

Figure. 1 : Text mining preprocessing steps  

 

4. DATA SOURCE 

 

User’s opinion is the strong purpose for the improvement of the 

quality of services reduced and improvement of the deliverable. 

Blogs, review sites, data and micro blogs provide a best platform 

to understanding of the response level of the product and 

services. 
4.1 Blogs: By an increasing usage of the internet, blogging 

and blog pages are growing rapid ly. Blog pages have become 

the most popular means to express individual personal opinions. 

Bloggers record the daily events in their lives and express their 

opinions, feelings, and emotions in a b log. 

 
4.2 Data Set: lots of work done in the field of movie 

reviews data for classification. There are many websites 

available fo r movie review data set. Additional dataset is 
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available online is multi domain sentiment dataset available on 

Amazon.com, which includes like Books, DVDs, Electronics 

and Kitchen appliances with positive and negative reviews for 

each domain. 

 

4.3 Micro-blogging: Twitter is a most popular micro-

blogging service where users write messages called tweet which 

size is 140 characters long. These tweets sometimes express 

opinions about different topics. Twitter messages are also used 

as data sources for sentiment classifying.  
4.4 Review sites: These sites help to user to purchase best 

product. The opinions of other users or peoples can be an 

important factor. A very large and growing body of user 

generated reviews is available on the internet. The reviews for 

product or services are commonly based on opinions expressed 

in unstructured format. The reviewers data used in most of the 

sentiment classification studies are collected from the 

ecommerce websites like Flipkart, Snapdeal, Amazon for 

product reviews, and yelp for restaurant reviews.  

 

4.5 Social networking sites: Social Medias like Facebook, 

Twitter, and Google+ etc. are one of the biggest forums to 

express opinions or emotions. What is going peoples mind? 

They express their feeling or emotions on social media. This 

media helps people, company and organizations to analyses 

informat ion for important decision making.  

 
4.6 Tools used in text mining: There are many tools available 

for text mining. Different tools are presented as following 

Table1. 

 

Table 1: Text preprocessing tools  

S No Name of Tool  Determination Web Link Ref. 

01 Rapidminer TF-IDF score of words www.rapidminer.com [79] 

01 GNU Aspell Spell checker http://aspell.net/ [33] 

02 
Lancaster stemming 

algorithm 
Stemmer http://textminingonline.com/tag/lancaster-stemmer [34] 

03 POS tagger Twitter POS tagger www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/TweetNLP/  [35][36] 

04 Snowball English stemmer https://pypi.python.org/pypi/snowballstemmer [37] 

05 

Stanford Log-linear 

Part-Of-Speech 

Tagger 

POS tagger http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml [38] 

06 TweeboParser Tweet dependency parser https://github.com/ikekonglp/TweeboParser  [39] 

07 TweetMotif Tokenization of tweet https://github.com/brendano/tweetmotif  [40] 

08 TweetNLP 
Twitter natural language 

processing 
www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/TweetNLP/  [41] 

 

5. S ENTIMENT ANALYS IS 

 

Sentiment analysis does efforts to identify and analyze opinions 

and emotions [42]. There are two kinds of sentiment 

classification forms include binary sentiment classification and 

multiclass sentiment classification [13]. About a document D, 

from the former angle, it will be classified in two categories: 

positive and negative; and it can be divided into more than two 

categories, such as positive, neutral and negative, from the latter 

perspective. In order to measure the strength of each sentiment, 

it uses a value in the range [-1, 1] to denote the sentiment value, 

where -1indicate the maximum negative degree and 1 indicate 

the maximum positive degree.  

 

An opinion is a positive or negative sentiment and it can be 

defined as a 5-tuple  

 

(ej, ajk, soijkl, hi, tl) [43]. 

 

ej: is a target entity; 

 

ajk: is the aspect/feature of the entity ej; 

 

soijkl: is the sentiment value of the opinion from the opinion 

holder hi  on aspect ajkof the entity ejat timetl. soijklis positiveor 

negative or neutral or a more granular rating.  

 

hi: is an opinion holder; 

 

tl: is the time when the opinion was expressed;  

  

According to Feldman [21], there are five main problems for 

sentiment analysis: 



 Document Level Sentiment Analysis  



 Sentence Level Sentiment Analysis 
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 Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis 



 Comparative Sentiment Analysis 



 Sentiment Lexicon acquisition 

 

5.1 Document level sentiment analysis: The task at this 

level is to classify whether a whole opinion document expresses 

a positive or negative sentiment. For example, given a product 

review, the system determines whether the review expresses an 

overall  

 

5.2 positive or negative opinion about the product. This task is 

commonly known as document level sentiment classification. 

This level of analysis assumes that each document expresses 

opinions on a single entity (e.g., a single product).Example: I 

bought a Sony camera and my friend brought a Panasonic 

camera few days ago. In the last week, we both used cameras a 

lot. The photos from my Sony camera are not that great , and the 

battery life is short too. My friend was very happy with his 

Panasonic camera and loves its picture quality. I am not satisfied 

from my Sony camera. I want a camera that can take good 

quality photos. I am going to return it tomorrow.  

 

5.3 Sentence level sentiment analysis:  

 

The task at this level goes to the sentences and determines 

whether each sentence expressed a positive, negative or neutral 

opinion. Neutral usually means no opinion. This level of analysis 

is closely related to subjectivity classification, which 

distinguishes sentences (called ob jective sentences) that express 

factual information from sentences (called subjective sentence) 

that express subjective views and opinions. However, we should 

note that subjectivity is not equivalent to sentiment as many 

objective sentences can imply opinion. However, we should not 

that subjectivity is not equivalent to sentiment as many objective 

sentences can imply opinions. E.g. “We bought a car last month 

and the windshield wiper has fallen off.” Example: “(1) I bought 

an iPhone a few days ago. (2) It was such a nice phone. (3) The 

touch screen was really cool. (4) The voice quality was clear too. 

(5) Although the battery life was not long, that is ok for me. (6) 

However, my mother was mad with me as  I did not tell her 

before I bought it. (7) She also thought the phone was too 

expensive, and wanted me to return it to the shop. In sentence 

level there are several opinions in above review example. 

Sentence (1) is neutral, sentence (2), (3), and (4) express positive 

opinions, while sentence (5), (6) and (7) express negative 

opinions or emotions. Then we also notice that the opinions all 

have some targets or objects on which the opinions are 

expressed. The opinion in sentence (2) is on the iPhone as a 

whole, and the opinions in sentences (3), (4) and (5) are on the 

“touch screen”, “voice quality” and “battery life” of the iPhone 

respectively. The opinion in sentence (7) is on the price of the 

iPhone, but the opinion/emotion in sentence (6) is on “me”, not 

iPhone. This is an important point. In an application, the user 

may be interested in opinions on certain targets and objects, but 

not on all (e.g., unlikely on “me”). Finally, we may also notice 

the sources or holders of opinions. The source or holder of the 

opinions in sentences (2), (3), (4) and (5) is the author of the 

review (“I”), but in sentences (6) and (7) is “my mother”.  

 

5.4 Aspect based sentiment analysis:  

 

Aspect based performs finer grained analysis aspect based also 

called feature level, feature based opinion mining. Aspect based 

directly looks at the opinion itself. It is based on idea that an 

opinion consists of a sentiment (positive or negative) and a target 

(of opinion). An opinion without its target being identified is of 

limited use. The importance of opinion targets also helps us 

understand the sentiment analysis problem better. For example, 

although the sentence, “although the service is not that great, I 

still love this restaurant” clearly has a positive tone, we cannot 

say that this sentence is entirely positive. In fact, the sentence is 

positive about the restaurant (emphasized) but negative about its 

service (not emphasized). In many applications, opinion targets 

are described by entities or their different aspects. Aspect based 

analysis sentiments on entities or their aspects. For example, the 

sentence “The iPhone’s call quality is good but its battery life is 

short” evaluates two aspects, call quality and battery life, of 

iPhone (entity). The sentiment on iPhone’s call quality is 

positive, but the sentiment on its battery life is negative. The call 

quality and battery life of iPhone are the opinion targets. Based 

on this level of analysis, a structured summary of opinions about 

entities and their aspects can be produces, which turns 

unstructured text to structured data and can be used for all kinds 

of qualitative and quantitative analysis. 

 

5.5 Comparative Sentiment analysis:  

 

A comparative opinion compares mult iple entitles based on 

some of their shared aspects. We must try to extract the preferred 

entity from the sentences contains comparative opinions which is 

the meaning of comparative sentiment analysis. In a comparat ive 

sentence usually expresses an ordering relation between two sets 

of entities with respect to some shared features or aspects.            

For example, the comparative sentence “Canons optics are better 

than those of Sony and Nikon” expresses the comparative 

relation (better, {optics}, {Canon}, {Sony, Nikon}). 

Comparative sentences use different language constructs from 

typical opinion sentences (e.g., “Cannon’s optic is great”).  

 

5.6 Sentiment Lexicon acquisitions:  

 

The most important indicators of sentiments are sentiment 

words, also called opinion words. These are words that are 

commonly used to express positive or negative sentiments. For 

example, good, wonderful, and amazing are positive sentiment 

words, and bad, poor, and terrible are negative sentiment words. 

Apart from individual words, there are also phrases and idioms, 

e.g., cost someone an arm and a leg. Sentiment words and 

phrases are instrumental to sentiment analysis for obvious 

reasons. A list of such words and phrases is called a sentiment 

lexicon or opinion lexicon. Sentiment analysis techniques shown 

in fo llowing figure2 
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Figure 2: Sentiment Analysis Techniques 

 

Sentiment analysis aims to cover common sentiment 

classification of text, which is regularly focused on polarity to a 

higher level, so that the input texts are categorized by the 

emotions they suggest. The main goal is to recognize a specific 

set of human emotions instead of only detecting whether a piece 

of text is negative, neutral or positive. Various emotion detection 

forms of the Acoustic Signal described in fo llowing Table2[44], 

[45], [46]. 

 

Table 2: Feature defined for Emotion Detection form the Acoustic Signal 

S.No  Groups Features Physiological Changes 

Related to Emotion  

01 Pitch Minimum value, maximum value, mean, median, standard deviation, 

value in the first voiced segment, value in the last voiced segment, 

correlation, coefficient, slope, and error of the linear regression. 

Tension of the vocal 

folds and the sub 

glottal air pressure. 

02 First two formant 

frequencies and their 

bandwidths 

Minimum value, maximum value, mean, median, standard deviation, 

value in the first last voiced segments. 

Vocal trace 

resonances. 

03 Energy  Minimum value, maximum value, mean, median, standard deviation, 

value in the first voiced segment, value in the last voiced segment, 

correlation, slope, and error of the energy linear regression. 

Vocal efforts, arousal 

of emotions. 

04 Rhythm Speech rate, duration of voiced segments, duration of unvoiced 

segments, duration of longest voiced segment and number of 

unvoiced segments. 

Duration and stress 

conditions. 

 

Sentiment classification has been studies since the late 1990s 

and has rapidly become adynamic research topic. It has 

progressed broadly since its initialarrival and has been 

effectively functional in the areas of data mining, information 

retrieval and natural language processing. Many researchers 

have investigated sentiment classification fro m various outlooks. 

Sentiment analysis is accomplished at different levels of text 

units which included word or phrase level or aspect level, 

sentence level and document level in the following Table3. 
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Table .3: Sentiment Classification Techniques  

 

S No Dataset Features Techniques Classification 

Approach 

Ref. 

01 Restaurant reviews Unigram, Bigrams, Trigrams  SVM, Naïve Bayes Supervised [47] 

02 Movies reviews, Product 

reviews, MySpace 

comment  

POS tag, N-grams SVM, Rule based 

classifier 

Supervised learning 

and Rule based 

classification 

[48] 

03 Review to travel 

destination  

Unigram frequency SVM, Naïve Bayes, 

character based N-gram 

model 

Supervised [49] 

04 Movies reviews, MPQA 

dataset 

Unigram, bigram and 

extraction pattern feature 

SVM Supervised [50] 

05 Movies reviews Adjective word frequency, 

percentage of appraisal groups 

SVM Supervised [51] 

06 Movie reviews  Adjectives and adverbs Association Rule  Unsupervised [52] 

07 Movie reviews, camera 

reviews 

Adjectives, Nouns, verbs, 

Adverbs, Intensifier, Negation 

Dict ionary based 

approach 

Unsupervised [53] 

08 Automobile bank, movie, 

travel reviews 

Adjective and adverb PMI-IR Unsupervised [54] 

 

A Sentiment Analysis as the primary tool of personalization is 

required to match potential interesting content with user 

expectations. The preference ratings are assumed to be available 

and many techniques have been developed in different 

techniques and methods in order to derive improved 

performance. Detailed description shown in the following 

Table4

 

Table. 4: Previous Research Papers studies  of sentiment analysis 

 

Sr. 

No 

Author 

Name & 

Year 

Paper Title  Sentiment Analysis 

Techniques/Method 

Source/ 

Domain  

Problem/ 

Challenge 

Solution Ref. 

01 AltugAk

ay et al. 

(2016) 

Assessing 

Antidepressants 

Using Intelligent 

Data Monitoring 

and Mining of 

Online Fora  

Network based 

analysis, TF-IDF 

score, k-means 

clustering 

User 

behavior in 

Depression 

Forum 

Depression is a 

global health 

concern. Social 

networks allow the 

affected population 

based on 

observations 

derived from user 

behavior in 

depression related 

social networks. 

It allow all parties to 

participate in improving  

future health solutions of 

patients suffering from 

depression. 

[79] 

02 Chih-

Hua et 

al. 

(2016) 

Systematical 

Approach for 

Detecting the 

Intention and 

Intensity of Feelings 

on Social Network 

FeD (Feeling  

Distinguisher 

system) based on 

sLDA, LDA, and 

SentiWordNet 

User 

feeling on 

social 

network 

The problem of 

detecting how 

peoples feel about 

their daily life 

through their online 

post about mental 

illness. 

Developed new method 

FeD for detecting a 

person’s intention and 

intensity of feelings 

through the analysis of 

his/her online posts. 

[80] 
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03 YiminHo

u, et. al.  

(2016) 

Predicting Movie 

Trailer Viewers  

Like/Dislike via 

Learned Shot 

Ed iting Patterns 

Designed 

computational 

framework 

composed Feature 

extraction, Feature 

screening, Selection 

and Classificat ion 

Movie 

trailer on 

YouTube 

Movie trailer on 

Social website 

(YouTube) 

thousands of users 

have independently 

indicated whether 

they like or dislike 

those trailers. 

It is understandable that 

there are multiple factors 

that could influence 

viewers like or dislike of 

the trailer. To address 

preference question. 

Based on multimedia 

features to find out users 

Like or Dislike of movie 

trailer. 

[81] 

04 Rui Xia 

et al. 

(2015) 

Dual Sentiment  

Analysis: 

Considering Two 

Sides of One 

Review 

Lexicon based 

antonym and Corpus 

based Pseudo-

Antonym dictionary  

Polarity shift and 

Reversed reviews 

E-

commerce 

and Social 

media Bag  

of Words 

(Reviews) 

Limited 

performance of 

BOW and Polarity 

shift problem 

Propose Dual training 

algorithm, Dual 

Sentiment analysis, and 

extend polarity of DSA 

framework from 2-class 

to 3-class. 

[30] 

05 DaviddG

rio l et al. 

(2015) 

Fusion of Sentiment  

Analysis and 

Emot ion 

Recognition to 

Model the User’s 

Emotional State  

Context based 

classification, 

Feature extraction, 

and Feature 

normalizat ion 

Speech and  

dialog 

Different emotional 

states problems  

To develop emotionally  

sensitive spoken 

conversational interfaces 

combin ing an Emotion  

Recognition and a SA 

methodology 

[32] 

06 Xing 

Fang and 

Justin 

Zhan 

(2015) 

Sentiment Analysis 

using Product 

Review Data 

Naïve Bayes, 

Random forest, 

SVM, Sentence 

level categorization, 

and Review level 

categorization  

E-

commerce 

Product 

review 

(Amazon) 

Sentiment polarity 

categorization  

Naïve Bayesian, Random 

forest, and Support vector 

machine 

[31] 

07 Jianshan 

Sun et al. 

(2015) 

Mining affective 

text to improve 

social media item 

recommendation 

Ensemble learning  

(SentiWordNet) 

Implicit feedback,  

inferred sentiment  

feedback 

Talk 

comments  

on Social 

media 

website 

Large volume of 

informat ion like 

Data Sparsity 

problem 

Extend OCCF to  

SA_OCCF, and improve 

recommendation 

performance 

[29] 

08 Hai et al. 

(2014) 

Coarse-to-fine 

review selection via 

supervised joint 

aspect and sentiment  

model 

Supervised joint 

aspect, Sentiment  

Model, and 

quantitative analysis 

Online 

Customer 

Product 

reviews 

The Course-of-fine 

review selection 

problem or huge 

amount of rev iew 

data for decision 

making 

Probabilistic graphical 

model called Supervised 

Joint Aspect and 

Sentiment Model 

discovers aspect and 

sentiment by reviews. 

[67] 

09 Marcheg

giani et 

al. 

(2014) 

Hierarchical Multi-

level conditional 

random fields for 

Aspect-oriented 

opinion min ing 

Rating level of 

review, CRF and  

Hierarchical Mult i 

level CRF 

Online 

Hotel 

review 

Sites 

Finer-grained 

problem of aspect-

oriented opinion 

mining at the 

sentence level 

A set of increasingly 

powerful model based on 

conditional random fields 

including a hierarchical 

multi-level CRF scheme 

[68] 

10 Pappas 

and 

Popescu

Combin ing content 

with user 

preferences for TED 

Rule-based 

classifier, Implicit  

feedback and  

Talk 

comments  

on Social 

It displayed 

entirely items on 

collaborative rating 

The proposed method 

only display when newly 

added and older items are 

[55] 
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Belis 

(2013) 

lecture 

recommendation 

inferred sentiment  

feedback 

media 

website 

(TED) 

similarities. both present. 

11 Paleja et 

al. 

(2013) 

A recommender 

system for the TV 

on the web: 

Integrating unrated 

reviews and movie 

ratings 

VM classifier 

(SentiWordNet) 

Movie 

reviews on 

Social TV 

(Movie) 

Unrated comments 

or reviews and 

spam reviews 

problem 

The recommendation 

framework can 

successfully integrate 

unrated reviews with  

ratings to improve rating  

recommendation 

[56] 

12 Chen and 

Wang 

(2013) 

Preference-based 

clustering reviews 

for augmenting e-

commerce 

recommendation 

Heuristic-based 

(Lexicon),  Explicit  

ratings, and Implicit  

opinion pairs 

Product 

reviews on 

E-

commerce  

How to identify the 

preference 

similarity among 

reviewers 

Proposed clustering 

method based on LCRM, 

which overall ratings and 

feature-level opinion  

values to identify 

reviewers preference 

homogeneity 

[57] 

13 Liu, He, 

Wang. 

Song, 

and Du 

(2013) 

Combin ing user 

preferences and user 

opinions for 

accurate 

recommendation 

Heuristic-based 

(Lexicon) Explicit  

ratings, and Implicit  

opinion pairs 

Online 

reviews  of 

Restaurant 

The problem of 

data sparseness 

The PORE method extract  

features and opinions 

from online user reviews  

and measures users 

preferences 

[58] 

14 Zhang et 

al (2013) 

Generating Virtual 

Ratings from Chines 

reviews to augment 

on line 

recommendations 

Semi-supervised 

classification, 

Inferred virtual 

rating 

Video 

comments 

Social 

media 

website 

User item rating 

matrix (CF 

recommender) is 

not always 

available or very 

sparse 

Extend the CF 

recommender and 

enhance the on line 

recommendation system 

by fusing virtual rat ing as 

derived from user 

reviews. 

[59] 

15 Yuanhon

g, Yang, 

and 

Xiaohui 

(2012) 

Collaborative 

filtering with aspect-

based opinion 

mining : A tensor 

factorization 

approach 

Heuristic-based 

(Lexicon), Explicit  

ratings and inferred  

aspect rating 

Movie 

reviews 

User opinion have 

different aspect of 

the items, movies 

domain  

Proposed framework 

improved CF 

recommendation quality 

that is able to capture 

users opinion on different  

aspect 

[60] 

16 Zhu et al. 

(2012) 

Improve top-k 

recommendation by 

extending review 

analysis 

Heuristic-based 

(Lexicon), Explicit  

ratings and inferred  

sentiment rating 

Movie 

review 

User rating data 

sparse problem by 

traditional CF 

recommender 

model 

Proposed 

multid imensional 

adaptive recommendation 

algorithm by extending 

opinion analysis to 

improve top-k 

recommendation 

[61] 

17 Mukherj

ee and 

Liu 

(2012) 

Modeling review 

comments 

Binary Product 

reviews 

User reviews and 

comments analysis 

problem 

Proposed two latent 

variable models to 

simultaneously model and  

extract these key pieces of 

informat ion 

[69] 
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18 Leung et 

al. 

(2011) 

A probabilistic   

rating inference 

framework for 

mining user 

preferences from 

reviews 

Heuristic-based 

(Init ialization), 

Probabilistic Model, 

Rating predict ion 

Movie 

review 

User reviews 

preference and 

rating mapping 

problem 

Proposed PREF, for 

mining users preferences 

from reviews and 

mapping preferences onto 

numerical rating scales 

[62] 

19 Moshfeg

hi, 

Piwowar

ski and 

Jose 

(2011) 

Handling data 

sparsity in 

collaborating 

filtering using 

emotion and 

semantic based 

features 

Rating predict ion , 

Emot ion classifier,  

Semantic feature 

and Emotion feature  

Movie 

reviews 

CF technique do 

not handle data 

sparsity problem 

well, like cold start 

problem 

Provide a framework to  

predict the rating of an  

item 

[63] 

20 Hai et al. 

(2011) 

Implicit feature 

identification via co-

occurrence 

association rule 

mining  

Implicit aspect 

detection, Opinion 

words, LRT and 

PMI and Explicit  

feature 

Online cell 

phone 

reviews 

Implicit feature 

problem in  reviews 

Proposed a novel two-

phase Co-occurrence 

association rule mining  

approach to identifying 

implicit feature  

[70] 

21 Lu et al. 

(2011) 

Multi-aspect 

sentiment analysis 

with topic models  

Unsupervised and 

Supervised 

approach, Multi-

aspect sentence 

labeling, and Rating  

prediction, Prank 

and SVR 

Hotel and 

Restaurant 

reviews 

Multi-aspect 

sentiment analysis 

problem 

Unsupervised and weekly  

supervised topic modeling  

approaches to multi-

aspect sentiment analysis  

[71] 

22 Wang et 

al. 

(2011) 

Latent aspect rating 

analysis without 

aspect keyword 

supervision 

Aspect rating 

prediction, LARAM 

and LRR 

Hotel and 

MP3 

Player 

reviews 

Data sparseness 

problem in review 

text  

Explore review text data 

with latent topical aspect, 

latent ratings, and latent 

weight 

[72] 

23 Jakob et 

al. 

(2009) 

Beyond the stars: 

Explo iting free text  

user reviews to 

improve the 

accuracy of movie 

recommendations 

Rating prediction, 

Heuristic-based 

(Lexicon), Product 

quality and opinion 

quality 

Movie 

review 

How to extract 

opinion from free 

text reviews? 

CF engine for the 

recommendation s during 

evaluation and compare 

the performance 

[64] 

24 Li et al. 

(2009) 

Automatic 

extraction for 

product feature 

words from 

comments on the 

web 

Aspect detection, 

NLP technique and 

Statistical method, 

Feature words, 

opinion words 

Product 

reviews 

Polarity 

determination in an 

opinion 

Automatically 

constructing the sentiment  

resource by mining  

customer product 

comments 

[73] 

25 Qiu et al. 

(2009) 

Expanding domain  

sentiment lexicon  

through double 

propagation 

Sentiment lexicon, 

Double propagation, 

Aspect detection, 

Product features and 

Sentiment words  

Product 

review 

Large domain 

corpus problem 

Propagation approach 

exploits relations b/w 

sentiment words and topic 

or product features 

modify themselves to 

extract new sentiment  

[74] 
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words 

26 Zhu et al. 

(2009) 

Multi-aspect opinion 

polling from textual 

reviews 

Unsupervised 

approach, 

Mutiaspect 

bootstrapping 

method, 

Predominant 

polarity,  Aspect-

sentiment extraction  

Restaurant 

reviews 

Mixed opinion 

problem 

Aspect based opinion 

polling from raw textual 

reviews 

[75] 

27 Jin et al. 

(2009) 

Opinion Miner: A  

novel machine 

learning system for 

web opinion mining  

and extract ion 

Lexicalizes HMMs 

approach, Sentiment  

classification, 

Aspect extraction, 

Bootstrapping 

approach and 

LHMM 

Online 

product 

(Camera) 

reviews 

Problem of find out 

potential rev iew 

into huge amount 

of reviews 

The opinion miner system 

mine customer reviews of 

a product and extract high 

detailed product entities 

on which reviewers  

express their opinion 

[76] 

28 Aciar et 

al. 

(2007) 

Informed 

recommender: 

Basing 

recommendations on 

consumer product 

reviews 

Heuristic-based 

(Ontology), Explicit  

ratings,  Semantic 

features, Scoring, 

Item 

recommendation 

E-

commerce 

Product 

reviews 

Cold start problem 

and data sparsity 

problem 

Informed recommender 

uses priorit ized consumer 

product reviews to make 

recommendation 

[65] 

29 Scaffidi 

et al 

(2007) 

Red Opal: Product 

feature scoring from 

reviews 

Red Opal model, 

Aspect detection, 

Feature extraction, 

Product feature and 

Product score 

Product 

rating and 

reviews on 

Amazon 

Opinion ext raction 

is a hard problem 

Red Opal that enables 

users to search best 

product with good 

features 

[77] 

30 Mei et al. 

(2007) 

Topic sentiment  

mixture: Modeling  

fecets and opinions 

in weblogs 

Probabilistic topic 

sentiment mixture 

(TSM) model, 5-

Star rating and 

Positive, Negative, 

Neutral 

Blog 

search 

(Opinmind)

, Weblogs 

collection  

Problem of topic 

sentiment analysis 

Solved this problem by  

using TSM model 

[78] 

 

6. CHALLENGES/ISSUES  

 

There are many issues of sentiment analysis and opinion mining 

following as 

 The opinion word that is considered to be positive in 

one situation but may be considered negative in another 

situation. 

 Peopled do not always express opinions in a same way. 

Different peoples have different thinking opinions and views. 

 Cold start problem is one of the common issues on 

various e-commerce websites like the old review not available, 

where the users get problem to decide best quality products.  

 The main challenging aspects exists in use of other 

languages, dealing with negation expressions, produce a 

summary of opin ions based on product features or attributes, 

complexity of sentence or document, handling of implicit 

product features etc. 

 In dual sentiment analysis is that to consider more 

complex polarity shift patterns such as traditional, sub-junctive 

and sentiment inconsistent sentences in creating reversed 

reviews. 

 Important issue is noisy texts such that with spelling or 

grammatical mistakes, missing or problemat ic punctuation and 

slang are still b ig challenges to most sentiment analysis systems. 

 Each product has many names that refer to it equal 

within  the same document and clearly across documents. This 

issue of automatic entity resolution is not yet solved. This is a 

problem for aspect extraction too, that is, how to group aspects 

for example, “battery life” and “power usage” refer to the same 

aspect of a phone. 
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 There is a lack of opinion mining system in non-

English languages [66]. A great deal of study has been carried 

out in sentiment analysis in English language. Consequently, 

substantial amount of resources have been generated for the 

English language. Thus, these resources can be mapped to other 

languages in order to perform cross-lingual sentiment analysis. 

 Political and online discussions often contain Irony and 

sarcastic sentences [23]. Furthermore , Irony and sarcastic words 

differ from language to language. Very few or no studies have 

been devoted in this respect. 

 For noisy and unstructured data which collected from 

various sources, there is no automatic system for spelling 

correction and noise removal. Preprocessing steps takes long 

time to convert raw data into structured data format.  

 For best product comparison, we should compare a set 

of product with respect to their common aspect or product 

feature. For that, we need to identify aspects discussed in the 

given text and explicit opinionated sentences written for the 

corresponding aspect. Topic modeling based approaches address 

this issue to some extent but it requires bigger corpora to be 

trained on. Therefore, a lot of work remains to be done along 

this line [27]. 

 Cross-domain sentiment analysis is unmoving 

challenge. Cross-domain SA needs to address these issues like; 

opinion expressed for one domain will be reverted for other 

domain. For instance polarity of sentence e.g., “screen is 

curved” is positive for TV but negative for mobile. Next is 

difference in sentiment vocabularies across different domains 

should be considered, and last is to objectively assign a strength 

marker to each sentiment word [27]. 

 Other issues are contextual sentiment analysis, intrinsic 

feature based sentiment analysis, sentiment analysis on 

Facebook posts, sense level subjectivity classification, sentiment 

analysis of streaming text, and suitable automatic sentiment 

analysis system with aspect to different media. 

 A last challenge untruth in review helpfulness is the 

validation of the proposed method. In order to validate the 

proposed method, researchers should have access to sale 

informat ion about the product along with date of sale. This type 

of information can be very useful to associate the effectiveness 

of reviews to sale of their p roduct, approximation of effect of 

reviews on sale of products. 

 

7. CONCLUS ION 

 

This paper offers a complete up-to-date review of research work 

done in several aspects of Sentiment Analysis since 2007. This 

paper is divided into six sections which describe earlier rev iew, 

text mining preprocessing, data sources, sentiment analysis and 

its levels. Main contribution of this review paper isyear wise 

detailed comparison of different SA methods based on various 

attributes like SA techniques , methods, characteristics, domain, 

sources, problems, solution and challenges. This comparison 

also providesoverall solution of the proposed methods. This 

review paper will be useful fo r researchers and beginners in the 

field of SA to address new challenges very specifically. 
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